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About This Game

Find out what happened at Angela's unforgettable prom in this shiny new time management game Fabulous - Angela's High
School Reunion �� �� !

We can tell you one thing for sure - it was a prom like never before. Or ever again... ��

❤ Play the 3RD SEASON OF THE HIT TIME MANAGEMENT GAME and enjoy a new adventure with your favorite
fabulous fashion icon

❤ TAKE ON 90 TIME MANAGEMENT LEVELS filled with fabtastic surprises and exciting challenges
❤ DISCOVER THE NEW ENDLESS LEVELSand compete against your friends (or enemies)
❤ TAKE A TRIP DOWN MEMORY LANE and relive the joys and heartaches of high school

❤ ENJOY AN UNFORGETTABLE STORY about love, jealousy, friendship, and learning from your past
❤ COMPLETE ANGELA'S YEARBOOK and unlock achievements to collect all 17 trophies

❤ EARN UPGRADES FOR YOUR SHOPS which help you score more points
❤ MEET UP WITH THE FABULOUS 4 Delicious Emily, and many other fascinating characters

Do you still remember your prom?

Join Angela on a time management trip down memory lane and get swept off your feet by 60 story levels, 24 challenge
levels, and, for the first time, 6 endless levels! Whether you're working on a new fashion line, or serving food across 6 fabtastic

chapters, you'll be part of an experience you'll never forget. ��
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But what's our fashionista up to this season? Working on a new line of dresses ��, Angela starts reminiscing about her prom,
which was a total catastrophe. To make up for this, she decides to organize a class reunion! But when her high school rival

suddenly shows up, things soon take a turn for the worst...

Can Angela prove she’s learned from her past? Or will everything end in drama?
Find out now as you play this fabulous time management adventure, brought to you by GameHouse, the creators of the

Delicious and Heart's Medicine series!
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Easy, straightforward machine shooting games. Friendly to newbies. I can customise my units by equipping different guns and
parts etc.

I saw some reviews mentioned in-game voices are not fully translated. I can understand Japanese, it won't be a problem for me.
A big problem for me is actually that mission complete conditions are not clear enough in the game, for example, you will find
the condition for unlocking mission 21 in the game is completing mission 5 but in fact there is additional condition. The official
guide from Marvelous is helpful, I would recommend to read them if you suck. https://marvelousgames.com/blogs/news/assault-
gunners-hd-edition-mission-unlock-requirements-trophy-tips

(You may find your AI friends are very stupid!!!)

Why no multi mode????!. It reminds me of what Need for speed Nitro is for the NFS series. This has a lot of the same game
types as the first Insane but its not the same game. Also, the car textures are not much to look at. Code Masters did the first one;
if you are looking for something similar, track down FUEL. That is closer to 1nsane.

This game is fun
This game is fairly repetitive
This is worth 20 dollars maximum

Very arcade style handling

Maps could have been bigger but they look nice and the races are fun.
. Its just....awful. Never seen a foul awarded (assuming they dont exist). Getting control of the ball is hit and miss - ive seen
people running rings around it trying to get possession.

Loved the idea but its just terrible.. IGSNGADG KILL YOURSELF
XDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDd. Hi,
I was interested in this game since its release, but I wanted for some decent sale to buy it. I bought it 3 days ago, a played some
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time (I finished the campaign) and, as a coop veteran, I'd like to write my opinion about it, hoping that maybe someone near the
devs will see it and maybe take notes.

Let's start with the pro:

Gameplay is valid.

It's funny and intuitive.

I had no doubts about it tho, it's a well tested gameplay format.

The level design is pretty good. The path it's easy to follow, the arenas are well structured, the secrets are both easy to
find and easy to miss.

The setting is very interesting, reminds me of "The Mummy" (1999 movie) and Serious Sam.

There's a nice variety of enemies.

Traps are goooood. It's not a common thing is coop game and I like them, because are efficient and easy to use.
Game is well optimized.

Cons:

There is a complet lack of endgame. Or even midgame. There's just really no reason to keep playing after the campaign
is done, except for the fun of shooting mummies, that after some time vanishes too.
There are a lot of potentials ways to implement some kind of grind/farm mechanics here, for example: levels on
weapons (that could unlock gems' slots), lore about enemies every X enemies of that type killed, tiers of gems that
requires gems of lower tier to be merged together (ex. 2 T1 Quickfire Gems = 1 T2 Quickfire Gem etc), incrementing
the power of the gem at every tier, weapons' skins on every X kills or X levels, etc etc.
There are really dozens of alredy multiple tested ways to implement grind and farm and they are all easy to think.

Even if there is a nice variety of enemies, truly there are only 4 types: meele (splitted in armoured and unarmoured),
ranged (that are basically all the same, only difference it the projectile they shoot), runners and miniboss (minotaur). It's
a coop ffs, where are the disablers? Without them everyone is basically fighting by himself and there isn't a "team", but
just a bunch of guys that happened to have the same objective.
Also the enemies should have some type of resistance and weakness with certain types of weapons, for example heavily
armored mummies should be weak against bolt action and/or semiautomatic, while being extremly resistant against smg
and pistols. That could have pushed the players to organize a party with some logic, enforcing the "team" aspect of the
game, and actually use the stations that allow them to change equip while still in the map. I mean cmn, you give me the
possibility to change equip MIDGAME and no actual reason to do so? Just why?

The gun system is bad. Without considering that some DLC guns are basically buffed version of base game guns (no
problem with that tho, it has always been a coop thing), they all feels the same.
There are only 3 types of primary weapons (shotguns, smg and bolt action/semi automatic rifles). Bolt action and semi
automatic should feel different but the actually feel the same. Also they shouldn't be usable by every characters imo,
every one should have access to a shared pool of weapons but still have some specialized weapons that fit their passives.
Or some characteristic weapon like an Assegai for the african chick.
And what about some meele primary weapon like a Katana for the japanes guy? Or a whip for the rodeo guy? Endless
possibility here.
The secondaries are a joke. Their damage is a joke, their accuracy is a joke, they all feel the same. I'd rather have some
particular weapon with limited ammo, like a sawed off shotguns to pair with a bolt action, rather than a nearly useless
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version of my primary with endless ammo.
Also ammo are everywhere and there are very poor occasion, mainly the boss fights, where the player will end the
primary's ammunition, so the pistols are actually useless.

The base price is way too high considering what this game offers. There are other coop games that offers more for 2/3
of the price, sometimes even less. Why should anyone buy a "coop" AAA game for 50€, that in the brightest scenario
could offer 30/40 hours of gameplay, while there are 30€ indie developed coop that could offers hundreds of hours of
gameplay?

There is clearly a massive assets' recycling here that could and should have been developed better considering the price.
It's a shame, the setting is very interesting and could have been a blast not for gameplay originality but for the entire
game setup.
I bought the deluxe edition for 22€ and I still feel kinda scammed, the game feels rushed in everything but the maps and
the gameplay. If it was described as coop campaign game I'd have no problem with it, but right know is advertised as a
coop with replayability, that currently is very poor. Let's hope for future updates but hope is little, just too much work to
do.

My grade is 5/10.. A HOG adventure game all about the spooks. The story is cheezy and the puzzles are easy (mostly), also has
controller support whish was a nice surprise. Way longer than I'd expect. not in a bad way. Decent game to play if you want to
chill.. If you like room escape games then you'll like this.
It's not perfect, there are some typo's in the game, some bugs, but it's worth the price of admission nonetheless.. Unable to play
the game, used once, now it just hangs on startup, apparently its a common problem, and as the game is no longer supported by
either developer or publisher, you take the risk as to whether it works for you or not.

Cannot recommend.
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Beautiful, but real small, slow and boring...
I regret buying it.. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Simple Controls, Great Art. HATS. Good
Music and an amazing dev team. Unlike most Early Access games you know Rabbit Hole Studios is hard at work making this an
even better game because you can watch them do it on twitch almost everyday.. Famtastic game, it flows and leads you in the
right direction without the need for clues. I hope there are additional releases in the future as the developer of this game should
be very proud.. An uplifting story about a quirky clockmaker and his silly antics. Fun for the whole family.. A wonderful
documentary.
From the earliest games on mainframe computers to the crash of '83.
One early industry luminary after another telling their part of the story.

If you have any love for video games, get this!
. The game has a lot of clever design that makes each level feel original, great game and it isn't even finished yet.. Note: I bought
the game previously on itch.io couple months prior to Steam release.

Surprised to see negative reviews, I personally find this game(ok, software) great! Just use your imagination, you can make
something interesting! Purgatory game has cool stuff like a giant living spider made with use of some neat tricks and its level
design is quite rich!

In ghostInTheCity, I couldn't make the whole story in just one room so I used level transitions to create richer experience with
varying music. If Platfinity will get more support I'm sure Ian will add more features and I'll be sure to add them in
ghostInTheCity and possibly make new games.

Btw did you know you can actually EXPORT your games from Platfinity? It's .exe only at the moment if I'm correct but that's
enough to sell on itch.io and Steam already! And believe me, with creative mind and some skill you can squeeze out a good
game ;). Not my cup of tea
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